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Pretest and Post-test

Level B, Theme 3

1. Ken painted a wall blue, red, and yellow. What did Ken create? 
  1) A transparent wall  2) A multicolored wall 

   
2.  Manuela will be busy preparing dinner tonight. What will she be doing? 
  1) Meandering  2) Bustling

   
3.  Denise walked slowly to her room. What was she doing? 
  1) Fluttering  2) Sauntering

   
4.  Irwin puts a flower next to his baseball mitt. What is he doing? 
  1) Juxtaposing two things  2) Demonstrating two things

   
5. When you turn the lights on in a room, what are you doing?
  1) Illuminating the room  2) Eliminating the room

   
6. Cody drew a mountain as a triangle shape. What was he drawing? 
  1) The base of the mountain  2) The countours of the mountain

   
7. Flora is painting the outside of her house. What is she painting? 
  1) The exterior  2) The interior

   
8. Kira wants the sun to shine through her curtains. What should her curtains be made of?
  1) A dense fabric  2) A sheer fabric

   
9. What kind of animals are cats? 
  1) Domestic animals  2) Aquatic animals

   
10. My grandmother’s pin has many tiny details in it. How would you describe the design of  
 the pin?
  1) Intricate  2) Transparent
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Pretest and Post-test

Level B, Theme 3

 1. Ken painted a wall blue, red, and yellow. What did Ken create? (a multicolored wall)

 2.  Manuela will be busy preparing dinner tonight. What will she be doing? (bustling)

 3.  Denise walked slowly to her room. What was she doing? (sauntering)

 4.  Irwin puts a flower next to his baseball mitt. What is he doing? (juxtaposing two things)

 5. When you turn the lights on in a room, what are you doing? (illuminating the room)

 6. Cody drew a mountain as a triangle shape. What was he drawing? (the contours of the  
  mountain)

 7. Flora is painting the outside of her house. What is she painting? (the exterior)

 8. Kira wants the sun to shine through her curtains. What should her curtains be made of?  
  (a sheer fabric)

 9. What kind of animals are cats? (domestic animals)

 10. My grandmother’s pin has many tiny details in it. How would you describe the design of  
  the pin? (intricate)

Answers


